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Abstract 1n bryophyte th己 crosssections of thε8t己m in some species of Fis:ョi-
dentacea日， Grimmi旦ceae，Thuidiace呂e，Entodontaceae， Mniaceae， Baτtramiace且ε，Dicra 
naceae， Hypnaceae anc1 Polytrichac日aeJhav巴 b日記1 consider日d，to find a coordination 
shown among the interior structures of gametophyte. Furthermore， of thεsketch日5
having be日1madεpnblic until the present， we studied those of Erpodiac日ae(NOGUCHl
1952)， Bartramiaceae(MATTERI 19G8， 1973)， Hookeriaceae(MATTERI 1972) and Pottia-
ce配 (SAITO1975)， wher日W色cansee ten of OUT demarcations. 
As inany anatomical characteristics as possible， are observ己d，and an attempt is 
made to find a coordination among the anatomical charactεristics of al the stems 
obs邑rved. Regarding the st己msof Hypnaceae a coordination among tl1εanatomical 
charactεristics is discussed. In view of th日 result雪 80far ac訓告Vεd，four characteri 
stics， types of the interior diHerentiation(lI-type)， comparison in thickn日S3betwe♀n cel 
walls of thεcentral tissue and those of the internal cortex(P-and Q-types)， compari-
80n between ce!l-size of th巴centraltissu己andthat of the intemal cortex(lVI-， lVIN-and 
N -types)， thickn邑SSof the epidennal c己1walls(T-and U-types)， s申告111to show high 
rεgularity. Therefore， int日rrεlationshipamong interior structures of the stems in 
Hypnacea担 isconsidered on the basis of th官S号 char呂ct邑ristics(Tab.6). The stems of 
Hypnaceaεare classified regarding the anatomical characteristics into fiv巴 types，
IU-Q同 N-U，I日目Q-N-T，UI日 P-N-U，HI-P-J'¥IN-U， III-P-M-U. Furthermore， th己
stems hitherto observed are classified into 日記venteentypes， nトO-M-U，HI-P-N-U， 
IH-P岨 N-T， IH-P-MN-U， HI-P-I純一U， IH-P-M叩T， m叩Q同N-U， IH-Q-I可-T，
nトQ-MN-U， nトQ-M出Uヲ IV-Q吋 N-U， IV-Q-N-T， IV-P-N-.U， IV-P-N-T， 
IV-O-N-U， VI-U-F and VI-U-E， by virtue of the anatomical chヨracteristics. For the 
future th邑secharacteristics sho1l1d be compared through al the stages of the life 
history froη1 every point of vie丸V
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Introduct:ion 
In bryophyte the interior differentiation of the stem begins from a segment which 
the apical cel of the stem cuts off， and the segment divides into the respective initial 
cells of several tissues. Each tissue is made from the respective initiaL It seems 
important for the morphogenic to consider what kind of units the segment first 
divides itself into. Does a segment divide into the initials of the epidermis and the 
central or does a segment divide into the initials of the epidermis， cortex and the 
central tissue? It is presumed that without the problem， we can not reduce the 
stem-t1ssue to ltsεlements. 
If that is the case， isthe tissue of the stem able to be analyzed into its 
elements thr咽oughobservation of the manner of division in the apical cel? As a matter 
fact， itis very because， ifthe distinction between tissues which have aUained 
ful growth is not understood， itis very difficult to make clear how a segment is to 
develop into mature tissues固 So，first of a1 the distinction between tissues of the ful 
stem should be and the manner of division in the apical cell 
should be observed， and then vye with greater ease make clear the growing 
process from its initial to the fully grown tissue. It may be the initial step oI systematic 
study that in such a manner， the gametophyte in life is viewed in every light， and 
that the essential coordination existing in the mode of 
discovered. 
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Mate:riais and metlwd!s 
The materials used for this research compose specimens of mosses collected from 
J apan. A11 the studied are in the Moss Herbarium of Kanazawa 
Ctenidium (MlTT.)BROTH.: Tokyo PreI. (11082)， Ooita PreI. (35162)， 
Ctenidium Jwstile (lVhTT.)LINDB.: Ishikawa Pref. (33132)， EctrolうotheGIum obtusulul仰
Wakayama Pref.うothecium (C.MUELL.)JAEG. : 
τaiwan 仰um ゅtothallum Kyoto Pref. (34893)， 
Yamaguchi Pref. Gollania rug問。sa(MlTT.)BROTH.: Kumamoto Pref.号8)，
Gollania varians : Toyama PreL (36266)， r!P:V7n，Cf1pl μstα(BROTH， ex 
Pref岨 Homomalliumconnexum (CARD.)BROTH.: Yamaguchi 
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Pref. (39192)，同戸nurncalcicolum ANDO: Hiroshima Pref. (39196)， Saitama Pref. (39150)， 
めltnurncall化財ournssp. Japonicum ANDO: Gifu Pref圃 (39197)， N agano Pref. (39140)， 
旦ゆnurnr:ufw，.?s.';ztln7刀~e HEDW.: Toyama Pref. (32629)， Hokkaido Pref固 (37353)，Yamaguchi 
Pref. (39184)， Hokl王aidoPref. (39179)， 正かp，刀unzdensiraη1eurn ANDO: Hokkaido Pref. 
(39176)， Yamanashi Pref. (39183)， 1王ψnumdiecleii REN. et CARD. : Hokkaido Pref. (39182)， 
Ehime Pref. (39174)， I-Jシρnumerectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. : Shizuoka Pref. (39170)， Kyoto 
Pref. (37296)， Kumamoto Pref. (35212)， Gifu Pref. (39143)， H;，ρnum faznノieiCARD.: Tot加ri
Pref. (39194)， 1てゆnumβ(BROTH.)PAR.: Yamanashi Pref. (39149)， Gifu Pref. 
(10990)， Ooita Pref. (35192)， Hokkaido Pref. (39148)， H"1'.，^，，..w仇dbeながMITT.: Fukushima 
Pref. (39153)， Tochigi Pref. (39171)， Shizuoka Pref. (37151)， Toyama Pref. (32541)， 
Kumamoto Pref. (35069)， Hytηum oldharnii (M!TT.)JAEG. et SAUERB.: Mie Pref. (35171)， 
Miyazaki Pref. (34897)， Wakayama Pref. (32714)， Niigata Pref. (35213)， Pref. 
(39154)， Hiroshima Pref. (39141)， H1!1)1/lU'l11 仰llescens(HEDW.) P固BEAUV.: Yamanashi Pref. 
(39188)， Aomori Pref. (39177)， ρlicotulurn (L!NDB.)J AEG. et SAUERB.: Yamanashi 
Pref. (39186)， Hokkaido Pref. (39187)， l-:ljψnum JうlumaゆrmeW ILS.: Kagoshima 1マreI.
(39181)， Mie Pref. (37295)， Kumamoto PreI固 (35191)，Hiroshima Pref. (39146)， 
ρ114m同forme WILS. v. min附 BROTH圃 exANDO: Kumamoto Pref. (35036)，同Itnum
sak抑 'ai (SAK.) ANDO: Ishikawa Pref. (37161)， Ehime Pref. (39145)， N ara Pref. (39151)， 
Hypn14m tristo-viride (BROTH.)PAR.: Tokushima Pref. (39178)， Gifu Pref. 
Kumamoto Pref. (35033)， Aomori Pref. (35034)， Aichi Pref. (35953)， Isopteηぜlurn
CARD.: Gifu Pref. (34978)， Iso.ρ'Tf"1'1!fJZU1')1 minutirameum 固MUELL.)JAEG.:Wakayama Pref. 
(37294)ヲ うたり'[Jzum ρohliae印 rpurn (SULL. et LESQ.)JAEG.: Niigata Pref. (34899)， 
Kumamoto Pref. (34976)， Mie Pref. (37339)， Tokyo Pref. (11082)， Ooita Pref. (35162)， 
tosaense BROTH.: Kumamoto Pref. (37520)， Kumamoto Pref. (35094)， Ptilium 
cn.sta-castrensis (HEDW.)D園NOT.:Yamanashi Pref. P少laisiellacn:stata (CARD.)IWATS. 
et N OG. : Toyama Pref. (32689)， selω(KINDB.) CRUM et all. : Hokkaido Pref. 
(37327)，乃laisiellasubcircinata (CARD) IWATs. et NOG.・HyoogoPref. (37326)， Rhytidia-
jal 
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Observatiun and discussion 
1. Coordination among th肥 IUl.atomicaIcharacte:ristirs of the st巴m
The inner structures of the stem in some species of Entodontaceae， 
Thuidiaceae， Mniaceae， Bartramiaceae， Dicranaceae and にhaceaewere hitherto 
observed in the seErch for coordination in the anatomical structures of the 
in Musci. The anatomical types oI inner differentiation of the stem(HI， 
IV and VI comparison in thickness of cel waHs of the central tissue and of the 
internal p~ and Q-types)， between the size of cells of the central 
tissue and that of cells of the internal M-and N-types)， distinction between 
the central tissu日 andthe internal and Kベ andcell-configurations of the 
central seem to show more coordination in al the species observed in these 
paper・s. The inner structure of the stem in spεcies of Hypnaceae was 
observed， anc1 we attempted to discover the coordination among anatomical charac-
teristics of a1 the stems obs合rvedin this papeL "01 e should lil臼 toconsider whether 
the anatomical characteristics of the stems hitherto observed show any coordination， 
On th喧呂tem:in HYPli1aceae 
'¥Nhen the stems of Hypnaceae are it is thought that in addition to the 
eight anatomical characteristics of the stem hitherto two other characteristics， 
namely， whether the epi同de町rn血iロ1a剖1cells are largε倒1
(}瓦L一 thanthose of the external cortex， and， whether the cel walls are 
parenchymatous or not， should be made an object of investi変ation固 Tab.1 isthe tabula-
ted result of these observations. 
Of the ten anatomical characteristics， thθcharacteristics， which are clearly divisible 
into types， are as follows : A~ and B-types， C-and D四types，G-， H-and I-types， 
R~ and T-and U -types， 0-， P担 andQ.-typ己s.The characteristics， which are not 
able to be divid吋 intosuch types， are as follows; V-， W-and X-types， L四，lVI-
and J-and K-types， Consequently， the type b記tweenM -type and 
N -type for instance is expressed as MN -type. When， of the border types， the anato-
mical characteristics have a stronger tendency towards M-type， itis expressed as 
In Tab. 2， the inner structure of a1 the stems appears to differentiate into the 
町mis，cortex and the central tissue The stems of l!H-type are divided 
into two typεs: cel walls of the central tissue as or thinner than 
thosεof the internal cortεχ. The type Q 18 found in the stems of Vesicularia and some 
species of The P-type is found in the stems of Euro何pnum，Homomallium， 
Ptiliμm， Ta:xか ，う，
and some species of同少側m. In a1 the 
stems of IH-Q-type， distinction betvveen the central tissue and thεinternal cori:εX lS 
clear{J-type)固Thestems of III-P-type are class任問dinto three types : distinction between 
??????
????、???????????












Anatomical characteristics of th号 stemsin forty-two species of Hypnaceae 
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Ectro点。theciu醐 zoll捌 geri(C. MUELL.) JAEG。 * 
4(34-45〉〕DC C I I I 
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Ectro抑theci附 zol!ingeri(C. M UEl.L.) J AEG. 持 W R 玩(N)
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Eurohyp判斜問 leρtothallui四 (C.MuELL白)ANDO 
おFド4(〔〔5己847む6〉)〕E塁2HRB3豆4S。53豆(F23-ヲ434)3Z〕)C  cE二
ミ;日子
Eurohypnum lelうtothallum(C， MUELL.) AWDO N I J I P I :m I V-7 
扇Eur子o。雨hyp時漏鉱隅瓦 β両toth両aU両ung-t(EC.MUELL-〉ANBG 豆E二工二 P 二ー三ヲ一|
. MUELL.) AWDO N JIPI J[ 
E出rohypnu問 leβfothall鉱持軍 (C.MUELL.) AN:OO H IW N (M)I J I P I J[ I VH 
Eurohypn保持軍 leptothaU抑制 (C.MUELL.) ANDO 15(5-7 H IW N I J I P I J[ I VI-2 
Eurohyβ悌umlettofhallu附 (C.MUELL.)ムNDO 5(5-6) B I 3(3-3) C H IW N(M7 「 PEl u-3 
Eurohy戸間um (C. MUELL.) ANDO 4(3-5) B I 3(2-4) C H IW 百て岡 -~-~J-!p十一百一一一百二E一
(yollania rugi向。 (MITT.)BROTH。
**器!立6(〔E56T87辺〕〉D 一
IW 3ihfbIELl-LlLlw Gollania四 g!問。sa(M!TT.) BROTH. E 明7 S I U IMN I K J I P I J[ I VI-6 
一面I函削sa(MITT.) BROTH. SIUbfN K J I P I J[ I VI-7 I IW 
←右手Ila沼iar出gi向。ss(MITT。)〉BROTH.
ネキ 土6L(76f-8Bl〕〕旦D D 
I 羽f SIUIMN IKJI P I J[ I VI-8 
Gollania ruginosa (MlTT.) BROTH. I Iw(X) S I U IMN I K J I P I J[ 官官 l 
一G函玩l7反E抗ni亘Z子子両両f証d長ゐ占J〔(MITT-))アB函R豆OTH. I I WW((X?の〕 S I U IMN I KJ P I J[羽H乱i[ITT.i BROTH. * 17(7-8)D S I U IMN I K J I P I J[ 羽-2
-CoU同ia五tgin，ムa，-(J¥lITT:YBROTH. * 9(6-8)D I IW SIU MN KJ I P E V宜-3
Golla持is ztjyaortismgs(〔MEITT-.〕 BBROTH. * 4(4-5)D I T X S U MN lKJ P 直 V1I-4 
Go!la問。TH. * 5(4-6)D I X S U MN ! KJ P E 羽1-5
GolfaMg a zyJMdfMig9路2S(MITT-〕BROTH。 FリZ 5(4-7)D I X S U MN KJ p 直 ì~! 
-Colla，部iavarians (MITT.) BROTH. ヰさ 4(4-6)D I X S U MN KJ P 直 VJ[-7 
Gollania varia持S(MITT.) BROTH. 5(5-6)D MN KJ * I X S U P 直 V1I-8 
Gollania varia持S(MITT白)BROTH. 5(4-5)D X(W) MN KJ * I S U P E 1直一1
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一百高石iellaρerrobusfa(BROTH. ex CARD.) IWATS・ * 3(3-4) C 1 1 U M(N) K P ]I VEld H erzogiellaρerrobusta (B宜OTH.ex CARD.) IWATS. * 3(3-4) C 1 E立iR U M K P J[ ¥1][-4 H erzogiellaρe門叫usta(BROTH. ex CARD.) IWATS. ;.、， 3(3-4) C 1 も"fV i R U M(N) K P E '1]1-5 
H erzogiellaμ付 obusta(BROTH. ex CARD.) IWATS. * 3(2-4)C 1 W R U 1M K P I ]I VIl-6 H erzogiella perrobusta (BROTH.εx CARD.) IWATS. * 3〔2-43)C I 再f R U 1M K 
EP i干E 
VlI-7 
H erzogiella perrobusfa (BROTH. 巴xCARD.) IWATS. * 3(2 I W R U U U l1MM((NFNI)  〕
K ¥1][-8 
H erzogiella terrobusta (BROTH. ex CARD.) Iw ATS. オ' 3(3-5)C I 重(V) R K vll-9 
H erzogiellaρerrobusta (BROTH. ex CARD.) IWATS. * 3(3-4)C I もV R K ]X-l Homo例。lliu例 connexum(CARD.) BROTH. 4(3-5) B 
l44KZ(明543一二日石568)I) ;D Db 6り
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P n[ 1X-2 
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Homomallium co持見exu1刊 (CARD.)BROTH. 円(4-7)B IX U !N(M)I J P E 1X-4 
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時 l制iI-t 日関 J Q Q E E X-') Hypnum calcicolum ANDO 5(4-6) B J X-3 Hyp四M附 calcicolumANDO 5(5-6) B J Q 1 ][ X-4 
Hyp側例 calcicolumANDO 5L4-6)〉B 
4K(Z4d主主-465〉)7百D D D 豆HHI((T1U Il〉7〕X X x S S s
J Q I ]I X-5 
HYlう抑制問 calcicolum ANDO 4(3-6 J 
Q Q iIE 江
X-6 
-HEZy励tnu切抑石c訂al正cic両OIUl五河子両ANDO 5(5-6〉)B U IN J .x1-1 DO U !N(M) J Q I ]I XI-2 
Hypnu附 callichroumssp. jalうonic割問 ANDO 4(4叩 5〕B 4(43-45〕)DC I V I R T IN I J I Q I ]I XI-3 
Hy戸~u附 callichrou例 ssp. }ato時icumANDO V I R T N J Q Q E }江-4
HYlう珂umcallichroun宮ssp. jatonicum ANDO 
K5E4賓耳(Iお3E4ι5王ーー-の64)〉〉E7AB臼Kτ14 ((34ι-65E4 7)b EDC I I I I I I 
V I R T IN I J I Q I ]I XI-5 
Hyρ持出問 callichrou例 ssp.japoniω醐 ANDO V I R T IN I J I Q I U[ XI-6 
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抑制|長43B(C詩$3234ー5〕)号C C  
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IV S I T N(M) J Q I ]I 
Hyp持u間 dieckiiREN. et CARD. IV S I T IN J Q I ]I XIV-4 






HYl抑制押2dieckii REN. et CARD. 5(5-6)BI5(5:-6)DI 1 Iv I S I T IN仰のI J Q I ][ I X V-2 
HR〉ppmnuF例1， de蹄sirame師附 ANDO
5(4-5)7〕五AB-K4(E3-…4)〉7FCC I VV E(WW7〉l|  一R一一U一一N一(M一21-{-1-豆Q一 直 XV-3 densirame制問 ANDO 4(3-4 I R U N J E X V-4 
Hypnu閉 de開si何 meun宮ANDO I R U N J Q Q E X V-5 
Hypnum de招sirameumANDO 4(3-5) B I 4(3-=-4) C I 1 I R U N J II I XV-6 
HH〉3グがか't蹄古似M9m何 des持msiif何oSm例gEZ4f9持m開管 ANDO 4一K(4-6〉B一4(一43-54)一DC Z V R U 一NN((一MM〕〉 JQ E X VI-1 3-5)BI 4(3-4)C I IV I R I U IN(M)I J I Q I ][ I XVI-2 
ANDO 14(4-5)BI 4(4-5)D I 1 Iv I R I U IN(M)I J I Q I m I XVI-3 
fカIPnu附erecfzusculul偶 SULL.et LESQ. ~(2-4)AI 3(2-4)C I_LI~lllllR-I_J_IQ (J )I~I XVI:"4 
Hyp明umerectiusculum SULL. et LESQ・ 4(3-5) Bpr(S':'4)CI 1 1V--I-:[-11'TI，j'--I-J-I--01 -I!I I XVI-5 
Hypnum erecfiusculu醐 SULL.et LESQ. 3(34)C E V R T N J Q Q E XVI-6 
Hypnum erectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. ミ3(32-4〕〉C I V R T N J E XVI-I 
Hypnu畑 erectiusculu問 SULL.et LESQ. 1 IV I R I T IN I J I Q I J[ I XVl-2 
Hyp抑制問 erectiusculun官SULL.et LESQ. V I R I T IN I J I Q I J[ I XVl-3 
Hypnum erect醐 sculz抑留 SULL.et LESQ. N(M)I J I Q ! J[ I XVl-4 V I R I T I I
HYl初u問 erectiuscul胸部 Suu..et LESQ. V I R I T IN I J I Q I J[ I X VlI-5 
Hyp:捌 merectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. V I R I T IN I J I Q I J[ I XVl-6 
Hypnu押2erectiuscluum SULI“ et LESQ. V I R I T 亙Nrq盟(MMJ}) J Q E XVII-7 
fHfyY1t5TR捌ur例1， erectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. V I R I T IN(M)I J I Q I J[ I X¥IlI-l 
erectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. V R T J Q Q IE X1直一2
-EH〉3J五M五2M両附五6辰re吉Ctia示us語cu版抑五制-gS17LLa et LESQ・ V I R I T IN I J I Q I J[ I X咽4
ULL. et LESQ. V I R I T IN J Q I J[ X唖-4
1 L「lH王2万雲石y扇U手弘b畑制也包一示E問明h?fd?石EbzMewU耐cナ7五z2ωZu7S空云で魚E云宣王I酬ゐM言五rn石も五EアSSuーULtLE ーet LESQ et LESQ. V I R I T IN I J I Q I J[ I X¥IlI-6 邑 Q.
信i2(2-3) C I W R U N P I証 主X正IX-三3一一IHypn醐畑 faurieiCARD， 343((33-44)〕C  w R U N J P ]宜Hyp持umfauriei CA琵D. I w R U N J P J[ XIX-4 Hyp持umfauriei CARD. I W R U N J P 直 XDi-5 
万Y1うnumflαurieiCARD。 4(43-54〉〕AB 4(3-54〕)C E W R U N J P E XIX-6 H 函初五五了函rieiCARD， i W R U N J P E XX…1 
Hypnu問。fujiyamae(BROTl王。)PA払 降(4-5)B 3(2-3) C G X S J P J[ I XX-2 
Hyp同M例 fM11;yamse((BROTH-〉PARa 5(4-6)〉B 3(2-4)〕C G X S U IN J P J[ I XX-3 
Hy民持制mfujiyamae (BROTH.) P AR. G X S U J P J[ I XX-4 
Hyρnu例 fujiyamae(BROTIL) PAR. 4(3-4)A 3(32-4)〉C G ][ I X X-5 X S しl''-J p 
Hy戸脳間 fujiyal封印(〔BROTHEe-〉〕 PAR。 l54(4-56 〉B X 
一 ーー一一
J ][ I XX-6 G S P 
Hytmll冊 fujiyamae(BROTH.) P AR. )B 3(3-4) C G X S J P 亙 IXXH 
Hyt珂M例 li回dbergiiMITT. 3〔3-54〕〉AB 3(324〉〕C I V R T N J Q Q Q 
E XX工-2
H油開umlindbergii M!TT. 3(3 I V R T N I E XX I-3 
H)φ銘M例 lindbergiiMITT. 3(2-3)A 3(3-4)C V R T N J E XX I-4 
万Y1う河umlindbergii MITT. 3(2-3) AI 3(2-4) C I V R T N J Q E XX工-5
H沙nu畑 lindbergiiMITT. 
43(34-3〉)AA 23i(壬3-金4)ムC -lI -V R T 主坐i J Q Q Q 
E XX 1-6 
Hy抑 umlindbergii MITT. V R T N J E X X II-1 
Hyρnum lindbeグgiMITT. 3(3-4)A 3(2-4)C I 1 V R T N J E XX E-2 
H坤numlindbergii MITT. 3(2-4) AI 3(3-4) C I 1 V I R T 主NN盟 l|:-LJ J -2-J-XX E-3 HtCj明umlindbergii MITT. 4(4-5)BI 3(3-4)C I 1 V IR T 
事Hy抑 umlindbergii MITT. 4(4-5)BI 3(2-4)C I 1 V I R T ][ I XXII-5 Hyか宮umlindbergii MITT. 5(4-5)B! 3(3-4)C I 1 V I R T N I J I Q I ][ I XXII-6 Hypnum lindbergii MITT. 54(5--646)〕ABli |3(3-4〉C I N ~i盟lJJ i 「否Q- E E X X X EE---21 V I R T Hypnum lindbergii MITT. 3-4)AI 3(3-4)C I 1 V I R THypnum lindbergii MITT. 5(5-6) B I 3(2-4) C I 1 V 1 R T N I J I Q I ][ I X X ][ -3 
Hyp持iU隅 oldhamii(MITT.) JAEG. et SAUERB. 6(5-7)B 5(5-6)D I W(V S U N J J P E 
XX][-4 
め邦umoldhamii (MITT.) JAEG. et SAUERB. 
FEZ)B 
4(ι5)D I W S U 亙蛮 P E XX][-5 
Hyp明umoldhamii (MITT.) JAEG. et SAUERB. )B 4(ι5)D I W(V) S U N J P E XX][-6 
Hyが似moldhamii (MITT.) JAEG. et SAUERB. 回(5-6)B5(5-6)D I w S U N J P 直 X XIV-1 
EHy》ρμH叫um例 oOldhmam帽ii(MITT-〉)JAE0.et SA11EEB. 3(3-4)A 3(3-4) C I 1 W(V) S U N J P E XXIV-2 
JAEG. et SAUERB. 竺)B3(2-4) C I 1 給車需
S U 
主豪富語
J P E XXIV-3 
Hy戸zumoldhamii (MITT.) JAEG. et SAUERB. )B 4(ι5)D I 1 S U J P E XXIV-4 
Hyβ'num oldhan制 (MITT.)JAEG. et SAUERB. 4(4-6)B 
45(435-456)〉D D I I I 
S U J P E XXIV-5 
H〉ρD何抑M制問mOldhamii (MITT-)〕JAEG. et SA11ERE- :4(3-6)B S U J P E XXIV-6 
JAEG. et SAUERB. !4(3-5)B w S U J P E XX V-1 
Hypnum palleu;ens (HEDW・)P.BEAUV. 
3g(壬32-旦4)EAf4g(34f-4)l〕Lc C
H X S U N J Q E XXV-2 
Hy戸zumρallescens(HEDW.) P. BEAUV. H X s U NN((MM) 〉 J Q Q E XXV-3 Hyμzumρallescens (HEDW.) P. BE~UV. H X S U J E XXV-4 
Hyιμzumρallesce持S (HEDW.) P. BEAUV. 
8耳S5I0目5F35司〕〉E王 A 235(E34-P4)〕」C L 
日 X S U 
N N頂(M7) 
J Q E XXV-5 
Hypnumρallescens (HEDW.) P. BEAUV. H X S U J Q E XXV-6 
Hypnum pallescens (HEDW・)P.BEAUV. H X S U J Q Q E XXVI-1 Hy戸醐mρallescens(HEDW.) P. BEAUV・ 3(3-4)C H X S U N J E XXVI-2 
Hyρ抑制問 ρlicatulum(LINDB.) JAEG. et SAUERB. 
民詰辻ljE8E(IZーR-4互萱7E C
I V R T N J 
主
直 XXVI-3 
Hytnu刑 plicatulum(LINDB.) JAEG. et SAUERB. I V R T N J E XXVI-4 
Hyμ醐mρlicatulum(LINDB.) JAEG. et SAUERB. I V R T N J E X XVI-5 
Hyp倒的zplicatulum (LINDB.) JAEG. et SAUERB. 
45S主KI〔FRι3司45〉7玉E瓦B RE沢IF238-冗〕75C 
I V R T 亙蛮 J E XXVI-6 
Hyp側 mρlicatulum(LINDB.) JAEG. et SAUERB. I V R T N J E XXVI-7 
HMY15側num隅 ρIMlicatuJlUu9mn(LENDB.)JAEG.et SAUERB. I V R T 百羽7 J Q Q E XXVI-8 (LINDB.) JAEG. et SAUERB. I V R T N J 直 X XVJI-1 
Hy戸zumρlumaeformeWILS. ;諜iZ建R6(5B6)7D 5l-Z I-W W手F夜五司王ER1圧岡τUηlFN下N市司1二-王了日J 寸-百Q一 E X XVJI-2 Hypnumρlumaeforme WILS. 班 X XVJI-3 
-HEy五ρ反n抗umρlumaeforme WILS. 
5K65〈(5F4-676う)王D D 子 I I Q 
班 XXVJI-4 
Plumaeforme WILS. E XXW-1 
めρnumPlumaeforme WILS. E XXW-2 
Hyμzumρlumaefo仰却 WILS. 5(5-7)B 別 )D弔 →干告 E XXW-3 
Hypnumρlumaeforme WILS. 6(5-8)B E xx祖-4
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ?
??
? ? ? ?
??












Hypnu間 pl諮問αeformev. 例的usBROTH. 邑xAWDO 件(3-5)BI4(4-5)D
WW(〈XX)〕 R U N(M)I J I Q 1I I XXIX-l Hyjmu間合lu例aefor問e1). 間i抑制SBROTI王. ex ANDO :4(3-6)B 百4存(4士喜5〉7ED- E R U N I J I Q ][ I XXIX-2 
変〉戸時u例 1うlumaeforme1). 問i抑制sBROTH. ex ANDO 
淫5K型(壬454-王66i)EB 243((383-44〉)5C C 
I w R U N I J I Q 1I I X XlX-3 
買ypnu押官 plu問aeformev. 間Z持usBROTH. 己主 ANDO W R U N(M)I J I Q 1I I XXlX-4 
HYlう路銘附 ρlumaeforme1). 間S同usBROTH. ex ANDO I W(X) R U N I J I Q 1I I X XlX-5 
Hy.β師側 ρ1時間aeforrnev. 問i持usBROTH. ex ANDO E W R U N J Q Q HYl堅持出押~ plu押~aefo押珂e v. 問i持usBROTH. ex ANDO 4(3-5) B I 5(4-6) D i W R U N(M)I J 1I I XXX-l 
Hyρ持umsakuraii (SAK.) ANDO 同(5-6)B I 5(5-6) D H IW(V)I R U NN (M) J Q E XXX-2 
Hシβ路M問 sakuraii(SAK.) ANDO 
恒H5S(I;8s4Gご65ηJ〉1LE1BR17365晋(I46514-7η17)ED D 0
日明 IR U J Q 直 XXX-3 
百-HHzbm扇函伊面叫蜘u函示九日-s画a局加面面FaLg白Ss(SAAA五区 ) ANDO 
H Iw(V)1 R U N(M) J Q E XXX-4 
J Q 日明 IR U N 直 XX沼-1
) ANDO H IW I R U N J Q E XX)荘一2
) ANDO 5(5-7)BI5(4-6)D H Iw(x)1 R U N(M) J Q E XX)証 3
HRY戸β開似um畑 tristo-viride (BROTH.) PAR. * 2(2-3) C S U M 1 K P E XXXI-4 tristo-viride (BROTH.) PAR. * 
2(2-3〉)C  
H IW S U M I K P E XXXI-5 
貝Yμ~um tristo-viride (BROTH.) PAR' * H iW S U M I K P E X XXIT-l 
丘明地IP惚持鉱M捌閉 tristo-vi門的 (BROTH. ) P AR. M I K 当戸 H IW S U P E XX)畳一2
iristo-viride (BROTH.) P AR. 
2(23〕)C H IW * S U 
EM h在4!l|IK I三t
P E X XXIT-3 
Hyが醐mtristo-viride (BROTH.) PAR. * H IW S U P E X XXIT-4 Hy.抑掘削 tristo-viride(BROTH.) PAR. ネ 2(1-3) C H W S U P 直 XX)彊-5
一万73五己五Z五J五師み両五u3編m5扇m可子元両両副F万EE五e-7i i CARp. * 1(〔1-2〉)C G 
X RIU 
iM器(TNg)  
K P E XXXlI-6 
D ネ G X RIU K ? E X XXIT-7 
CARD. 1(1122〉C X XXXE-8 
ヰz G RIU K P E 
lsopteryg蹴倒 jaurieiCARD. XXX][-1 * G X RIU K P E 
f記30Jpうft両eryg五itZd4m9沼γfa扇Mfitezi CARD. 12(1-2〉)C G * X RIU I王 P E XXX][-2 l~r.htprvniu.m f auriei CARD. * G X RIU K P E XXX][-3 
1 sopteryg均四宮例i開封tira例e割問 (C.MUELL.) JAEG。 手ド
2l(1-32〉〕C 
I X R U b在 K P 亜 XXX][←4 
Isoρterygizn時附inutira附州問 (C.MUELL.) JAEG. 5ド I X R U M K P 亜 X X XlI-5 
1 sopterygiu'YI官蹴inutira抑制例(c.MUELL.) JAEG・ * 1l(1-2〕C I X R U l~在 K F E XXX][-6 
1 sopterygium問inutirameu隅 (C.MUELL.) JAEG・ 司ド I X R U M K P E XXXIV-l 
Isoβterygiu例附仇utira師側関 (C.MUELL.) jAEG. * 1(1-2) C I X R U M K P E X X XIV-2 1 S01うterygiu例 minutirame掘削(c.MUELL.) JAEG・ * 1(1-3)C I X R U M K P E XX XIV-3 lsoρ~rei5igium ρohliaerarμ4例 (SULL.巴t LESQ.) J AEG. ~I 3(3-4)C 1~1;X~llll K P ][ I XXXIV-4 
1 sopterygiu例 pohliaecarpu閉 (Suu.・etLESQ.) J AEG・ * I 3(3-4) C I G IX I R I U K I P 1I I XXXIV-5 
1 S01うterygiul四pohliaecarpul時 (SULL.et LESQ.) JAEG. * I 3(3-4)C I G IX I R I U K I P 1I I X X IV-6 
180ρterygiz抑留 ρohliaecarpu問 (SULL.et LESQ.) JAEG. * I 4(3-4)C I GRIU 1I I XXXIV-71 K I P 
7-z五的戸tJeFf品ygl伽同五po五附9g-I(SULL. Et LESQc)JAEGa * I 3(3-4) C I G IX I R I U K I P 1I I XXXIV-8 
SULL. et LESQ. ) JAEG. * I 3(3-4) C I G IX I R I U K I P 
1 sotterygium Jうohliaecarpu醐 (SULL. et LESQ.) ]AEG. im-MG X(W:)R U I三 P ][ I XXXV-2 
1 sopterygium pohliaecarpu附 (SULL. et LESQ.) JAEG. * I 2(2-3)C I G IX RIU お在 K I P 1I I XXXV-3 一百~I xxxv-41 1 sotterygium toh!iaecarpul開 (SULL.et LES迎。)]AEG. * I 2(2-3)C I G Ix I R I U M(N) K I P 













fsoβ'terygiu神宮戸五liaecar戸棚 (SULL.et LESQ.) J玉五;
f50φteηgiu例 pohliaecar押腕 (SULL.et LESQ白)JAEG. 
Iso〆erygiu醐 P咽Ihliaecar戸4御 (SULL.et LESQ.) JAEG. 
fsoρte1'.ァgiu師向hliaecar仰抑 (SULL.et LESQ・)JAEG. 
Isoρt町ygiu醐 pohliaecar抑制 (SULL・etLESQ・)JAEG。
1ふゆterygiumpohliaecar抑腕 (SULL・et LESQ. i JAEG. 
Isρterygiu醐 tosaenseBROTH. 
I Isopterygium tosaense BROTI主・








Plili時制 crista-castre持sis(HEDW.) D。 NOT. 
Ptilium crista-castre珂sis(BEDW・ D.NOT. 
宵話完万万7言古tatα(CARD.)Iw百ずす噴吉G・
子ヌー i五iellacristata (CARD.) IWATS.王子育OG.
Pylaisiella cristata (CARD.) IWATS. et NOG. 
一万J函 iellacrisfata (むARD・〕 IWATS.et f誌記;
Rylaisiella cristata (CARD.) IWATS. et NOG. 
P'ylaisiella cM語玩瓦C:C，~RD・) IWATs. et N面面;
Pylaisiella sel五声77-(KINDB・)CRUM et al. 
巧五五iellaselwynii ~KINDB・ )CRUM et al1. 
pylaisiella sel的措i (玄面面:)CRUMet all: 
F研副司lase雨前(KI五百五)CRUM et al1. 
Pヌ石亙玩Z五両反πKINDB・)CRUM et al. 
Pylaisiella selwynii (KINDBo) CRUM et a1l. 
P'ylaisiella selωy持i(KINDB， i CRUM et a1l・
Pyl削 siellasubcircinatd-(CARD.) IWATS. et NOG-: 
P'ylaistella subcirci四ata(CA宜D.)IWATs. et NOG. 
Pylaisiella subcircinata (CARD.) IWATS. et珂OG.
Pylaisiella s部bcircinata(CARD.) Iw A TS. et NOG. 
万辰五zellasubcircinata (CARD.) 1WATS. et NOG。
R'ylaisiella subcircinata (CARD.) IWATS. et NOG. 
'1?房ti・diadelphusja抑制cus(KEIM・)Kop.








































度 房 k語亙de一戸h出striquetrus (HEDW.) WARNST. 
R丙tidi両扇面 7子編反面て函DW.)W AJ1NST. 
-友房両五五lp加stri抑 et開 S-(HEDW・)WARNST. 
hytidiadelβ加stアiquetrus(fiEDW.) W ARNST・ *1 3(3-4)C 1 G Ix 1 R 1 uIM(N)I K 1 p 1鑑 XL 1I-3 
一亙liyHd副長7丙画面瓦ゐ刀両s(H函w.T帝王函百7一一一一一一一-1'--*-'-13(3-訂clC;-lx-ITn了嗣(N)i--rl-p-I一宜一τ工1I-4一
二璽亙亙亙盈函互通言語手豆語主工豆互亘豆三二二二二二二プーI *:-:-1.4豆主冗プ-G-lx-ITlul扇町i一玄-1ー て[:rn l三耳互三
一意Z誌で高波高立7声高高万渇高Eて哀訂正jA百五5一一一一一一一 半 岳 S=-4jC[-I-WT前 1:引 U1M 1 K 1 p寸ITiXτ宜寸「
面記高両sis耳元町五五扇町扇町-AND'0 一一一*布石克一一了IV開「吉-11:了|玩一一|寸ξ一一子一一証-Ix王子7一
一軒昂3両五五予両副長雨lU瓦て師長ヴANDO 一一一--* 14事=4jCl-I-IV(W5Isl1:了|詔一一I-l:< 1-下一一宜-1XLl[=S一一
Stereo-d仰topsisβseudorevoluta(REIM.) ANDO キ 3(3-4)C 1 1 IV 1 s 1 U 1M 1 K i P 1 ][ 1 X L][-4 
「否両面瓦雨扇三玉石両orevol封ta(REIM. ')豆画 一-1-一半7一13(3-4)Cーマ一丁目τ了間一一l--r一子-I--.ur-IX L百三了-
I Stereo-dontoφsis pse躍dorevoluta(REIM.) ANDO 勢 3(2-3、cI I Iv I s I U 1M K P I ][ 1 X L][-6 
'tereo-dontoβsis pseu喚問voluta(REIM.) ANDO キ 4(4-5)D !v 1 s I U 1M 1 K 1 P 1][ IXLN-l 
T坦ψ仰1空籾 ao哩 ri竺竺よ哩竺旦よ理主主二一 ーしーと_1.31-2)Cー G 豆一一|二些.tL).l{_U--.!"一|一旦一主主立三三)
マ四両極亙両坦邑竪竺H.)IWATS. 一一一一一一一* 12(2-3)C I~I.K血I~L!LI!珪亙_1.1LL I_p_l---.1[一三日こしl
T両両伽神宮戸空n唾竺竺立型空斗1主主主二一一一一一一一一一_1_*_1J2 (2二塁1旦~IX L1LlJoLIl盟主_1K J l_p_l...JIL...主主N-4 1 
-百万両が両 ao畑山型d型笠H.日型空二一一一一一一一一ーしよーJ2(2-3)C 1_立」む盟IlUIJl堕旦 l玉LI_p_l_主一主LIV-5
「ア両両扇雨量的弱仇se ESCH.)IWATS 一一土_1_~(2-3)~I~IX(盟国JょL盟RLI~I_p_1一一L主主立二立ーi
一古Tax附γ両万両否両玩玩Z扇面てBESCH.)IWATS. ユ一一 2(主主 __CLlx(w)1R 1 u時[N_JKJ P.~IXL主ヨー」
1"読取引仰側ω計lr 一二F:!嶋合子?七1錦上上干主立三1-1'両扇面函事i両面71両(ロRD.u型 TS. _ Lー土_13(3-4)C 1_上一豆一_IlよL坦出21J，-ー-E-L且_1XLV二1一
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Vesicularia ferriei (CARD. et TH重豆。)BROTH。 3(2-4)A 3(3-4)C L W I R I U!N I J I Q I 1I I L工←4
Vesicularia ferriei (CARD. 告tT宜主R・)BROTH. 3(2-3)A 3(3-4)C I W I R I U IN(M)! J I Q ! I!f I L 1-5 
Vesicularfa ferriei (CARD. et THER.) BROTH. ~(2-3)A 3(3-3)C I W I R I U N I J I Q I )[ I L I-6 
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ErpodJaceae: after NOGUCHI (1952)， Bartramiaceae: after: MATTERI (1968， 1973)， Hookeriaceae: after MATTERI (1972) Pottiaceae: after SAITO (1975) 
‘分'stematicSfudiesυη the Cηnduding TJ:ssue of the Gametothyte in !'Iusci 61 
the central tissue and the intεmal cortex Is or not(区一type)，or th匂 aτeof 
an intermediat(ヲ ε); be'i:ween I{-and 1n the stems of type ，J. cells of 
the central tissue are srnaller than those of the intεrnal cortex(N -type). In the stems of 
type K， cells of the cεntral tis江eare a只 largeas those of the in日rnalcortex{M -type). 
1n t11εstems of typ吃 KJ，ceUs of the central tissuεare of an intermediate type(I'o/lN -type) 
between 1¥'[-and 1n al the stems of HI-(l-J-type， cells of the centJ・a1tissue 
are smaller than those of the internal Thε S説坑te臼mβ.1SoI III胃一胃正Q一-J子下“一」白直N-ベtyp仔 are 
cla呂田siぜfi玲edヨintωo two typ巴出呂 ep同ider口-mal ceil ，玖w可1a1s are paren 
Ar孔ldthe stem白18of both 1口Hト-Q四J一N、河J一lJ一 and HIト由Q-J民 are
classified into two wal1s 01'the centraI tissue are 針。r
Thεcharacteristics of 可-u are found in the stems of 
Vesicularia and some species ofψηωηThe stems 
HI-Q.-J-N-T-R-and HI-Q-J-N-小川記sare peculiar to In a1 stems of 
m明-P-KJ--MJ:奇心-and HトP-K-Io/K・B・types， cel walls are nol: par・en沼
A!I stems of UI-P-J-I¥h IH-P-KJ-MN-and IH-P-K-M-types 
are c1assifir2d into two types: cel wa!ls of the central tissue are 
(R-type) or The characteristics of HI-P叩区一M-U-S-typeare found in the 
stems of Taxψ よ and The 
HI-P-K-M，-U-R-type are found ln the stems of 
and 咋ilUiS.The IH-P-J-N-U叩 arefound in thε 
stems of的仰u.m and Euroh沙問'{}1，and the nト inthe stems of 
and Hmnomalliurn. The characteristics of HI-刷p同区J-MN-U-S~type are Iound 
io the stems oI Ctenidium and Gollania， a訂正iIIトP-.KJ.-MN-U-R-typein the stems of 
Ptiliumω1d 
(2) 00 th暗stemsin the familii四 hJthcrinol:18erved 
We considered the cross sections of th: stem of the nine 
Thuidiaceae， Hypnacεae， Mniaceae， Dicranaceaε， Grim-
miaceae， and 臼ae，hitherto observed， and out oI the 8ketches 80 far made 
public， we also considered the sketches of Erpodiaceae Bartramiaceae 
1968， Hooker司iaceae(MATTERI and Pottiaceae(SA!TO where we 
can readi1y seεten of our demarcations(Tab. 3). 
1n a1 the Iamilies c1ealt with in this paper， the stems of each famiiy， except Thui.γ 
diaceae， show similar typεs of interior differentiation; that the stems of Fissi同
dentaceae， Pottiacea宕 Erpodiaceae，Grimmiaceae， Hypnaceae， Entodontaceae and 
Hookeriaceae show a diHerentiation of tissues into an external cortex， 
internal cortex and a central tissue (IH-typel. The stems of Mniaceae， Bartramiaceae 
and Dicranaceae show a differentiation of tissues into an epidermis， external cortex， 
intemal cortex， endodermis and a central strand(IV -type]. The stems of Polytrichaceae 
show a differentiation of tissues into an epidermis， external cortex， internal cortex， 
endodermis， leptom， hydrom and a stereom(VI-type). 
62 Isawo KAWAl 
It seems that the six between thickness of cell 
walls of the central tissue and of the intemal cortex (Q_.，p-and Q-types)， distinction 
between thεcentral tissue and the internal cortex (J-and K~types) ， between 
the size of ce!ls of the c色ntraltissue and that of cells of the internal cortex(L-， M -and 
thickness of the epidermal cell walls(T-and U甲 types)，thickness of cel1 walls 
of the central tissue(lR-and S-types)， show some kind of order among the inner 
structures of the stenlS in each family。
Tah. LJ Coordinatlon 8.rnong the anatomicrd chara.cte:ristics of th巴stemin the families 
E~issidentacea配 I HI-O-]-M-U-R 
I Hl-Q-J-N-T-R， HI-Q-]-N-U-R， HI-Q-J-N-U-8， m一P一J一N一U一R
j M jmト-p一K-M一寸-Rミ， IH-P-K-M-U-S. IH-P-K-M-T-8 




IH-Q-J-N-U-R， IH-Q-J-l¥!l:N-U-8， HI-Q-J-M(N)-U-S， HI-P-J-N-U-S 
l山一叫U-8. IlI-P-K-IVI-U-R 
III-P-K-lvl-U…R， lU-P-K-M-U-S， IH-P-KJ-IVIN-U-R， IH-P-KHMN-U-S 
Hl-P-j-N-U-R， IH-P-}-N-U-S， HI-Q-J-N-T-S， IH-Q-J-N-T-R 
I IH-Q-]-I¥T-U-S， nトQ-1-N-U-R
IH-PートN-T市 HI-P-}-N-U-R戸一lf竺竺 HI-P-K-M-U-S




D:l.c:ranac邑ae I IV-P-j-N-U-R， γ-P-J-N-T-R， IV-O-]-N-U-S 
Polytrichaceae VI-J-U-F， VI-j-U..E 
Orderliness in the anatomicai characteristics among the stems in each i8 
shown in Tab. 4. The stems of Fissidεntaceae show a differentiation of tissues which i8 
a In-O~J由M-ロU~Rベype. The cross sections of the s銑temτTI of Pottiaceae sho'01 a d必if任Ieren剖M 
tiatじionof tis呂uesinto IIIト一一「直九J司J-一N王"J一T由R-，1口n抑Q
N一U一R-， K日n卜一p-斗K-ト戸皿M町旨.T-R一「ジ E日Iト一pq広(;:-I¥I-U一S一 and ][IJ[ト一lP-][トM-T-S-types. The 
stems of Erヨ showin HlI-lP'-K-M叩 u巴民勺 IH-P山 K甲 NI-U-S-，HI-]PLKJ-MN-
U-R-and 市J戸 N-U-.Rペypes固 Thεstemsof Grimmiaceae show six types: 
J-N-U-R勺 E日nト由Q一J一]'lI[N申U一~h 1日IトQ
u-s-and IH.ト柑山凶lP-K玉一]即YKト【-u一R一typ色呂S. The cross section8 of the stems of Hypnaceae 8ho'01 
ten types， ]]]-P-K-U-R-， m:-p一区一riI-U叩 S-，nI-p~.KJ-MN~U~R~ ジ HI-lP-KJ-NIN-U-­
IH-lP-J-P，T-U-R-， HI-P-J-N-U.-島、 Kn-~Q-J-.N".'JI'-S勺 IH-Q四J-N-T-.]R-， IH-Q-
，.~~vsiernatic :ヲludies011 !he Conι:iucling T;ょSSUC01 the Ganzctothyte Ahtsci 63 
J-N-ti-S-and HI…二1羽-u町田ァpes. The st台113of Entodontaceae sho'Y¥! HI-P-J 四
N.-T-R-and HI-P-J-N阻む由・ The st台118of Hookeriaceae sho円'.tVt'¥VO types1 
HI-P.-J-N.-U-S and IH-P-K-J'IHU-S. The stems of Thuiclia叩 aearθHI-P-J-N-U-
IH-P-JKJ-MN.-U司 S勺 HI-P-K叫 M-U..S- or IV -uιR-
types. Th行 sternsof Mniaceae show in IV and Bartramiaceae in 
N-T-R The stεms of Dicranaceae show thrεεtypes， IV-P-。トN-U-R，司 PV，四p山J-N-T-R
説日d!V-O-J-N-Ii-i弘 The sten1s of PolvtrichaCi:ゥae3110¥'¥1 two types， VI-J-U-F and 
VI-J叫 U-E. It is concluded that 80江崎 families have 
char acteristics among the stems of th伝 but other 
order in the anatomical 
do noL 
II. What sort of an IHwltomieaI a:I.Ulraetεristk shoul.d be taken up for 
AnatomlICal <ch~tr日 etedstics of the steII1S hHherto obse，'刊d
Tab. 5 isabout anatomicaI characteristics observed in the よ
N o.6)entitled引 00the tissue of the 
In the first et IKEDA twelve characteristics of the stem in 
trichaceae were considered. Th日seanatomical characteristics of the stem were inv行sti-
and NO.n and No 12心fthe tvvelv行 characteristicsseem伐1to possess some order. 
characteristiC3 i¥To.ll and 1九To.12and 
No.13， NO.lL1 and that is. the characteristics on th，: central tissue and 
ceH walls， wereけbserved. In theロumberof cel] of the cortex， vε
noticed a diffeγentiation of tissues into an extemal cortex and 3n internal cortex， so 
that the number of the cel1 01' the ext日rnalcortex and th日 internalcortex ve¥s 
counted. 1n the third AVIT.¥.! about the cbarac 
teristics， N o. N 0.12，トJO.13 ~<nd No固 andmor吃 No.16and NO.17 were 
for in the st日msof N o. thicknes~) of cel walls of the central 
tissue did nぱ se日mto show order. 1n the fourth AW AI the charac-
teristics No. NO.16 and No.17 w日re but the characteristic 
of NO.15 did not seem to show order園 Andrec色1川ythe characteristics 01 N 0.18 
and N 0.19 i1 Mniaceae were con3括合同d. Orderliness可v日!.snot :;ho予mas for the ch.arac-
tεristic whether cells of the cεI1tn:d tissue are or not 
teristic N仏13). In Polytrichaceae the whether a distinction between the 
and the stereom is clear or not， seems to be mo1'e evident than distinction 
between the hadrom and the And the characteristic， whether 
ceH walls of the central tissueare thick or not ・acteristicN0.1の， seems to lJe an 
important one for Thuidiaceaεin the fifth papetれvyrATANABEet KAWAI 1975) 
the charact町 isticsNo.ll， No.12， No.17， θmd newly No.10 and NO.14 
were observεd. Size and thickness of the叩idennalceli wails seem to be important Ior 
Hypnaceae， so inεdeaJt with in the sixth paper(K AWhl the charac 




An昌tomica!charact邑risticsof the stem hitherto obs患口市din syτtematjc studies 0且 th告 conductingtissue of the gametophyte Tab. 5 
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6Nllmber of tl1記 celllay告rsof the hadrom I ~ 
1ニ」呈L主盟主日日空土hdrom L一一一塁L一一一l一一一一一一
8. Number oI the c芭Hlay邑rsof the leptorI1 i e 
ヲ. Width of th母 leptom 醤|
Distiliction between the hadrom and the i 
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毒参15， Eoidennal cell walls are thick ，or not 
Distinction betwe臼J.the c色日tra1tissue 




Cell walls of the central tissue are thicker， 
as thick or thinner than thos邑 of th芭
1日tern品1cort母瓦
Epiderm昌1ceIl walls are thick岳民 as thick 






Cells of the central tissue are larger， 
19. as Jarge or smaller than thos邑 ofthe 
internal cortex 
CeHs of the epidermal layer are larger， ! 
20. as large or smaller than those of the 
む ternalωrtex
18 
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N 0.20 were considered. 
Disc沼自s.io泊。fsome of th世anato:micalcharactcristics 
i) 明Tidtho'f the <c世HwaU出。fth記むentraltissue(S日 and pωand Q-typ田)
Does the central tissuεdifferentiatとれて)mthe internal cortex? And hmv much does 
the central tissue specialize? 1n order to classify these， we considered whether cell '01a1s 
of thεcentraJ tissue are as thick(P-type) or thicker(O-type) than those 
of the intemal cortex. Cell walls of the central tissue， which are thinner than thosεof 
the internal coτtex， sho'1/ two types: 3nd non-parenchymatous. And 
the central tissues of IV-type， which differentiate more than the stem of 3eem 
to be al parenchymatous. Accordingly， itmay be whether the central tissue 
is parenchymatous(R-積 ornot (8臨司
On the other hand， th己 stems，of which both th巴 centraltissue and the internal 
cortex ar司eparenchymatous， seem to be a1 IU-type. The stems， ()f which the 
central tissue is parenchymatous， seem to 
III-type. Accordingly， itmay be 
thinner than those of the internal cortex. 
i) Size of c母Hsof th缶四回tralti開閉町 and
to the 1110re differentiated or 
that cel wal!s 01 the centrai tissue日re
We find intermediat巳typθs，lVIN， l'i!:仰)and as to the characteristic whether 
cells ()f the centr叫 tissueare as large(lVI -type) or smaller ベ thanthose of the 
internal cortex; that is， MN -type is the one where the central tissue is of 
cells， which aI司esmaller than cells of the internal cortex elnd 01 which are as large 
as those of the intemal cortex. So the MN叩 typemay belong to neither nor to 
thεNぺype. is thωe where the central tissue is of many 
which elre as large as those of the internal cortex， ancl of few which are smalIer 
than those of the intemal cortex. So M(N)-type may belong to 
N(NI)-type are those wheγe the central tissue is of many cells， which are 
smaller than those of the intemal cortexラ andof few which arεas those of 
the internal cortex. 50 N(IVI)-type may belong to 乱 itis suited for 
the purpose that the ceIl-size of the central tissue should be dividea into M-， 
Mrト and
ii) Distinction betw官官n1;1時間n廿alti嗣 u号制11:1，tlu i:nternaI K-types) 
After studies into differentiation of the central we drew a 
between the central tiぉueand the internal cortex on size of cells and thicknεss of cel 
walls， that is， 
(1) Cel1 wal1s of the centraI tissue are thicke到。-type)，as thick (p-type) or thinner 
(Q-type) than those ()f the internal cortex. 
Cell walls ()f the central tissue are parenchymatolls(R-type) or not(S-type). 
(3) Cells of the central tissue are larger(L-type)， as large(M -type) or smaller 
(N -type) than those of the internal cortex. 
Distinction between the central tissue ana the internal cort臼xis clear(J-type) or 
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Of the four characteristics on diff町 encebetween the central tissue and the internal 
cortex， the characteristics of M-， MN-and and of ]p-a日d may bε 
but the demarcations of J-and may not be well 
fitted to differentiation of the central fo"， the characteristics of J-and I(-types 
may each othec Thi8 further examinatioIio 
Wiclth of tlle epiideR"ma[ and 
Width of the epidermal walls was first considered in the second 
But ;n the fourth papi色 we tnat we should consider rather whether 
the epide了malcel もNallsare thicker as or than 
thosεof the旧工ternalcortex， than vlhe:~hε tÌv:: epidermal ceE walls are tbick or noL 
ihld i.n the observation on it was found that the cell 
wal;s are thino We now think that we should consider whether the 
ceil walls are or not (U -type)， and whether cells of the 
layer are 可 !arge(W-type)αr than those of the 
external cortexo The steri1S of T-type are mostly V -I-type. there is a 
of view that as to thickness of the epidermal cell we shou!d consider either 
T-type or I-typeo On thc other there is another of vie'N as for thicknεS8 
of theεcell we should consider bo:h T-type and for doesn't 
follow that the stems of T-type are al I-typeo Which is a more essential 
characteristic ; rhat the叩idermalcel 1Nalls are or that the epidennal cel1 
walls are thinner thaa those 01' the external cortεx? Rega:rding thisむrool日m.the stems of 
have to be v.rith tho8e of Le:i;cobryaceae， 
having types of epidermal cellwalls simi1ar to each otheL Fuxthermore， an 
problem stil to be 801'1εd; i8 how in the cel walls the stems of 
are related to those of 
Relationship anl10ng the stems regarrding th'2 :amatomncal charaeteristlic自
i) On the stems in 中 tWiJI ⑪f Hypnaceae 
As many anatomical characteristics a8 arεand inthe sterns of 
a coordination ilmong the anatomical characteristics 1S discussedo ln view of 
thεresults so far achieved， four咽 cha'acteristics:types of the interior differentiation 
(HI-type)， jn thickne8s bet'weθn cel walls of the central tissue and those of 
the interna: cortex (P'-and in size between cells of the central 
tissue and the ;nternal MN -3nd N -types)， thiclmess of the cel 
walis (1'-and seen:1 to show great regulcutyo Inter咽relation沼叫shiparτl10ng s以ιl町t
tur詑εS0ぱf出hε s筑tems凶1口 εar色 cor陥1ちsi凶de町re凶dつ口 E出hebasis of these c出haωrつa配ct旬er丘i8は吋t討i允cso
In Tah 6， the interior differentiation of a1 the species i日目ypnaceaeare The 
stems IH-type are classified into two the cell walls of the central tissue 
arεas or than those of the internal cortexo In the stem of 
HI恥副 cellsof the centrai tissue are al found to bε The stems of 
S>叩tenwti，ι・Siudieson the (.-"0政iuctingTissue (~l the Gamefo戸わ々 injlh必α 6i 
Tab也 6 H.elationship arnong the抗告I訓告 oiforty-two species of Hypnaceae regarding the 
anatomical character1stics 




N u HI-P-N-U 











IH-Q-N-type a陀 dividedinto two types， T and on the of the characteristic 
about the configuration of the 己rmalcel walls， The IH--Q-N叩 isfound in 
Vesicularia and some Sp吃ciesof ゆ制1m. Thεfound insom合
of 
The IH-P-type is divided Into threεtypes， MN and M， on the of thε 
characteristic of the cell-siz日 ofthe central tissue. All the stcms of tbese three typ出
show U--type of the c日IliNals. 
The IH-lP目N-U-typeis found in some sp記ciesof 
lium. The HI-P-MN-U-type is found in the stems of 
， 110rnm匁al-
Gollania and some 
anatomical characteristics， into five types; IH-Q，-N昨 U，IH-Q-N-T， IH-P-ふ
HI-P-MN-U and In-p-M~-U. A problem for the future how important the groupi口g
and the anato出icalcharacteristics considered in this pa酔rare for systematic 
i) On the stem呂insome sp即 i記Sof the famHiies hHb日rto0hserveIi 
The stems hitherto observed are classified into three types， ]]1-， IV-and VI-typεs， 
0ηthe of the characteristics of the interior differentiation of the stem(Tab. 
The stems of IH-and IV -types are respectively dividec1 into three types， 0-， p-
and Q-typεs， regarding thickness of cel walls of the central tissue. 
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Tab. 7 Relationship among t1le st邑msof som岳 speci巴Sof the families hitherto observed 
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All the stems of IH -O-typεshow M -type of the central tissue and U -type of the 
epidermal cel walls. 1'his Hト0→抱一む-typeis found in the stems of Fissidentaceae園
The stems of HトP-typeare divided into three types， N-， MN-and M-types， by 
virtue of the characteristic of cel1-size of the cεntral tissue. The nトP同 N-typeis 
divided intoπiO typ出，U-and T-types， thickness oI the εpidermal cel waHs. The 
HI-P-l'ト isfound in the stems of Pottiaceae， Grimmiaceae， Hypnaceae， Ento-
dontaceae， Hookeriaceae and Thuidiaceae. 1'he HIト-P-N-一.T-typeiぬsfound i泊nthe stems 
OぱfEntodontaceae. 1'he HI-P-MN-U-type is found in the stems of some species of 
Hypnaceae and 1'huidiaceae. The HトP-M-typε18classified into two typesフT'andU， 
to the charactぽ isticabollt the thickness of epidermal cel walls. The 
HI-圃P-M-U-type18 found in the stems of Pottiaceae， Gてimmiaceae，Hypnaceae， E叩 0・
diaceae， Hookeriaceae and Thuidiaceae， and thεIH-P-IH-T-type is found in the stems 
of Pottiaceae. 
τhe 色 i8divided into three 1'-， MN-and M-types， on the ground of 
the characteristic of the c台ll-sizeof the central tissue. The HI-Q-N-type is divided into 
two typεs， U aml T， and the HI-QみIT-U-typeis found in the stems of Pottiaceae， 
Grimmiaceae， Hypnaceae， Erpodiaceae， and ihe nトQ四 N-T-typeis fOllnd in the stems of 
Pottiaceae and Hypnaceae. And t出hε I日一MN河河一.幽ベa
found i加nt出1臼 SはtεI汀msoぱfGriオlmmmceae.
The !V-.Q-N-type is classified into two types， U and T. 1'he IV-Q-N-U-type is 
found in the stems of Thuidiaceae and Mniaceae， and the IV-Q-N-T-type is found in 
the stems of Bartramiaceae. The IV _.P-N -type is divided into U and T， and both types 
are found in the stems of Dicranaceae. The IV叩 O-N悶 U-type is found in the stems of 
Dicranaceae. 
The a1 of which show U -type of the epidermal cell walls， are dassified 
into two types， F and on the ground of the characteristic about the differentiatiol1 of 
hadrom， Both VトU-F-type and VI由 IJ叩 E-typeare found in thεstems of Polytrichaceae. 
As stated the stems hitherto observed， are classified into seventeen typεs by 
virtue of the anatomical characteristics. These characteristics and the grouping should 
be compared at every stage of the life cycle from every point of view. 
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Plate L Cross sections oI stem 
Fig. 1-7: Ctenidium capillifoliu間 (M1TT.)BROTH. x 240 
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Plate 11. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-6: Ctenidium hastile (MITT.)LINDB. x240 
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Plate II. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1 ~2: Ctenidium hastile (MITT.)LINDB. x 240 
Fig. 3~6 : Ectγψothecium obtμsulum (CARD.)IWATS. x 240 
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Plate IV， Cross s日ctionsof stem 
Fig， 1-4: Eヒtrojうotheciumobtz品、ulum(CARD，)IWATS， x 240 
Fig， 5-6: Et、tm]うotheciumzolli珂~geri (c'MU忍LL)JAEG， 240 
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Piat日V Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-5: Ectropotheaum .zoli河野バ(C.MUELL.)JAEG. x 240 
Fig.6-9・Eurohytnumleptothallu滑に.MUELL.)ANDO x 240 
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Plate V1， Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-4 : Euroh.沙問捌 le仰 thallum(C.MUELL.)ANDO ){ 240 
Fig. 5-9: GoUania Tugi河osa(]VIlTT.)BROTH. x 240 
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Plate VII， Cr088 sections of stεm 
Fig， 1-3: Goliania間抑osa(T¥/IITT，)BROTH， )( 240 
Fig. 4-8 : Gollania varians (MlTT.)BROTH， )< 240 
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Plate VIIL Cross s己ctionsof st己111
Fig. 1-2 : Golla河iavanans (lVIITT.)BROTH. x 240 
Fig. 3-9 : Herzogiella戸errobz俗的 (BROTH巴xCARD.)I明TATS. :<240 
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Plate IX. Cross 況はionsof stem 
Fig. 1 : Herzogiellaρerrobusta (BROTH.日xCARD.)IWATS. X 240 
Fig目 2-6:Homo伊zalliumco招nexum(CARD.)BROTH. )( 240 
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Plate X. Cross s居ctionsof stem 
Fig緬 1: Homomallium C01l珂exum(CARD.)BROT狂 x240
Fig. 2-6: H)戸'IU叩 αucicolumANDO x 240 
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Plate XI. Cross sεctions of stεm 
Fig. 1-2 . Hypnum calcicolum ANDO x 2LlO 
Fig. 3-6:め仰umcallichroum ssp. ja，ρonicum ANDO >< 240 
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Plate XII. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-3 : Hyfmum callichroum ssp. japonicum ANDO x 240 
Fig. 4-6:品仰umcゆressiformeHEDW. x 240 
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Plat日XIIL Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-4: H:沙問mcupress仲間eHEDW. x240 
Fig固 5: Hypnum dieckii REN. et CARD. X 240 
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Plate XIV. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-4 : Hypnum dieckii REN. et CARD. X 240 
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Plate XVo Cross s伐 tionsof stem 
Fig. 1-2;耳ゆ拍umdieckii REN. et CARD. X 240 
Fig. 3-6; H:沙numde抑sirameumANDO x 240 
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Plate XVI. Cross sections of st巴m
Fig. 1-3 : H:.φnum densimmeum l"tNDO X 240 
Fig. 4-6 : Hytnu問 erectiusculumSULL. et LESQ. x 240 
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Plate XVII. Cross sections of stem 
Figo 1-7: H:が抑制御 erectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. x 240 
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Plat芭xvm. Cross sections of 抗告m
Fig. 1-6・Hがnumerectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. X 240 
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Plate XIX. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1: H:.汐numerectiusculum SULL. et LESQ. x 240 
Fig. 2-6 : Hypnum fauriei CARD. X 240 
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Plate XX. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1: H:.ゆnumfauriei CARD. X 240 
Fig. 2~6: H)仰 umん'jiyam，ae(BROTH.)PAR. x 240 
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Plate XXI. Cross s日ctionsoI stern 
Fig. 1:日》ρnumfujiyamae (BROTH.)PAR. X 240 
Fig. 2-6: H:.沙問時間 liηdbergiiMITT. X 240 
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Plate XXII. Cross s巴ctionsof stem 
Fig. 1-6: Hypnum lindbergii MlTT. >( 240 
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Plate XXIIL Cross sections of stem 
Fig， 1-3:あち少時umliηdbergii MlTT， X 240 
Fig， 4-6: Hypnum oldhamii (MlTT.)JAEG. et SAUERB. X 240 
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PlatξXXIV. Cross sections of stem 
Fig.1-6:均Itmonoldhamii (MITT.)JAEG. et SAUERB. )( 240 
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Plate XXVo Cross sections of stem 
Figo 1: H必抑umold.lmmii (MITTo)J AEG. et SAUERR X 240 
Fig. 2-6: Hypnum pallescens (HEDW.)P.BEAUVo x 240 
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Pl呂teXXVI. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-2: 1かltnumμllescens(HEDW.)p.BEAUV. x 240 
Fig.3-8・fるφn附n)うlicatulum(L1NDB.)JAEG. et SAUERB， X 240 
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Plate XXVI1. Cross sections oI stem 
Fig. 1: 1切少問umρlicatulum(LINDB.l]AEG. et SAU玄RR x21/0 
Fig. 2~4: H)少幻UIη plumaeformeWILS. x 240 
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Plat巴XXVIII. Cross sections of stεm 
Fig. 1-4: H:γpnum plurnaelorme WILS. x 240 
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Plate XXIXo Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1~6: H:ゆnumPlunweforme VViLS. v.附仇vsBROTR ex ANDO x 240 
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Plate XXX. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1 : Hytnumρlumaeforrne WILS. v. minus BROTH色xANDO x240 
Fig. 2-4 : Flypnum sakuraii (SAK.)ANDO x 240 
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PIate XXXI. Cross sections of 8t日m
Fig. 1-3: #沙抑制御sa知的i(SAK.)ANDO x 240 
Fig. '1-5 : HJ少numtristo-viride (BROTH.)P AR. x 240 
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Plate XXXII. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-5: Hypnum tristo-viride (BROTH.)PAR. x240 
Fig. 6: 1so，ρ'teη>gium fauriei CARD. x 400 
Fig. 7-8 : 1so，ρt的 >giumfauriei CA即. x240 
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Plat記XXXUL Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-3: 1so)うterygiu附 faurieiCARD. x 240 
Fig. 4-6 : lsopteり'ltiumminutira押eum(C.lVIUELL.)]AEG. >< 240 
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Plate XXXIV. Cross sections of st記m
Fig. 1-3: Isゆたりwiumminutira制抑制 (C.MUELL.)JAEG. x 240 
Fig. 4-8: Is01うたηwiu附 pohliaecaゆum(SULL. et LESQ.)JAEG. x 240 
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Plat日xxxv.Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1 ~11 : lsopterygium pohl勿ecartum(SULL.邑tLESQ.)JAEG. x 240 
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Plate XXXVI. Cross sεctions of stem 
Fig. 1-2 : IsojJterygium tosaense BROTH. x 600 
Fig. 3-6 : IsojJl'elygium iosaense BROT.〆.:100
Fig. 7-8: Ptilium crista-caslrensis (HEDW.)D.NOT. x 240 
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Plate XXXVIL Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-4: Ptilium crista-castrl閥抗 (HEDW.)D.NOT. x 240 
Fig.5-8 乃laisielゐ cn'stata(CARD.)IWATS. et NOG. x 240 
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Plate XXXVIH. Cross s己ctionsof stem 
Fig. 1-2: Pylaisiella cnstata (CARD.)IWATS. et NOG. X 240 
Fig目 3-9:乃laisiellaselwynii (KINDB.)CRUM et al1. X 240 
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Plate XXXIX. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-6: Fうvlaisielasubcirci叩 ta (CARD.)lWATS. et NOG. X 240 
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Plate XL. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1:乃laisiellasubci抑制ta(CARD.)IWATS. et NOG. x240 
Fig. 2-6 : Rhytidiadelphus jato河icus(RE!M.)KOP. )( 240 
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Pl在t巴 XLL Cross sections of st日m
Figo 1 : Rhytidiadゆhusjatonic1/s (REIM.)KOP. x 240 
Fig. 2-8: Rhylidiadelphus subpinnatus (LINDB.)KOP. X 240 
Figo 9: Rhytidiadel戸hustriquetrus (HEDWJW ARNST. x 240 
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Plate XLII. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-5 : Rhytidiadel，戸，hustriqueか加 (HEDW.)WARNST. x 240 
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Plate XLIII. Cross s古ごtionsof stem 
Fig. 1-6: Steγeo-doηおかISts、ωdorevoluta(REIM.)ANDO X 24G 
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Plate XLIV. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1: Stereo-donto)姶ispseudorevoluta (REIM.)ANDO X 240 
Fig. 2-6: 7i似iphyllumaomonense (BESCH.)IWATS. x 240 
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Plat邑XLV. Cross sect10ns of stem 
Fig. 1: Taxiphyllum aomorie時se(sESCH.)IW ATS. )( 240 
Fig. 2-7:ア似か'hyllu間 CUSlうidifolium(CARD.)IWATS. )(240 
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Plat日XLVI. Cross sεctions of stem 
Fig. 1-6・TaxzthyllumsubarGi附 tum(BROTH.)IWATS. x 400 
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Plate XL VII. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-6: Taxi，ρhyllum taxirameum (MITT.)FL. x 400 
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Plate XL VIII. Cross sections of 8t巴m
Fig. 1-4: Vesi正74lanaj告げiei(CAR'D. et THER.)BROTH. x 240 
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Plate XLIX. Cross sections of st日m
Fig. 1-4: 'Vesicularia ferriei・(CARD.et THER.)BROTH. x 240 
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Plate L. Cross sections of stem 
Fig. 1-6・Vesicularialerriei (CARD. et THER油 ROTH. x240 
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Plate LI. Cross s告ctionsof 8t日m
Fig. 1-6: (CARD邑tTHER.)BROTR x 240 
